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Community finding is an important step to understand huge and complex network. In real world,
communities may have overlaps and hierarchical structure among them. Here we propose a novel
clustering algorithm that is capable of finds communities considering those characteristics.
Proposed method detects overlapping communities without limitation of shape and position. We
applied our method on yeast PPI (Protein-Protein Interaction) network with current methods. As a
result, our method produce most balanced result in terms of size distribution of cluster and overlap.
Also, our method finds clustering results that are significantly enriched by known biological
knowledge.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Network is a useful tool to analyze large and complex data. In network, an object is
represented as a node, and an interaction between the objects is represented as an
edge. The dynamics of interactions can be represented as weights of edges. An
important advantage of network is ease of integration. Complex and different data
can be reduced by few simple concepts – nodes, edges, weights and direction of the
edges. Network is very useful when large amount of data are created by various
data-sources, such as biological domain. [1]
Researchers can infer hidden meanings from the network by analyzing its
characteristics. One of basic analyzing processes is finding community structure.
Although there is no common definition of community, it is widely accepted that a
community or a cluster should have larger intra-similarity than inter-similarity.
Another important assumption about community is that nodes from same
community are likely to have similar characteristics. We can infer characteristics of
a community based on few well-known member nodes. Missing links inside of
dense-connected community can be predicted. In pharmacy, we can predict sideeffects by observing target protein’s community.
In real world, community structure is more complicate. For example, an object or
an individual can belongs to many groups therefore some overlaps are arisen
between those communities. CPM (Clique Percolation Method) [2] is one of the
popular algorithms finding overlapping communities. Firstly, this method finds kcliques from the network then unions of adjacent k-cliques are reported. The nodes
belong to more than one union represent overlaps. Other method [3] defines
community as a local optimization of given function. They find many local optimal
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subsets. Nodes can be visited by many subsets, and those nodes represent the
overlaps.
Furthermore, many communities or individuals have hierarchical structure in real
world. It is a natural fashion that small communities are grouped together to form a
larger community. In biological domain, for example, huge amount of biological
knowledge is organized into Gene Ontology (GO) database [4]. In GO database, all
knowledge is divided into three largest categories – biological process, cellular
component and molecular function. And each category is divided into subcategories again. Hierarchical clustering and multi-resolution method [5] are
popular for finding hierarchical structure. Multi-resolution method has freely
tunable parameters to controls the size of clusters. This method shows the
hierarchical structure by presenting many partitions with different parameters.
There are some researches to find above two features simultaneously. EAGLE [6]
finds maximal cliques and applies hierarchical clustering among them. Nodes that
are included in different maximal cliques can be overlapped. Lancichinetti et al [7]
find a natural community for all nodes. A natural community starts from a single
node, and expands to its neighbor to maximize a fitness function. Nodes can be
visited by many natural communities. A random set of natural communities which
can cover entire network are chosen as a clustering result. Ahn et al [8] propose
edge-based hierarchical clustering method. A node can be overlapped corresponds
to its degree.
The short points of current works can be summarized as follows: The first short
point is that only nodes at the border of communities can be overlapped. Ahn, CPM,
EAGEL have this short point. Second short point is that they have limitation about
the shape of community. Because network may have some missing link, they can
miss some communities if they can find only cliques. CPM and EAGLE have this
problem. The non-deterministic feature is the last short point. Lancichinetti’s
method has this problem.
In this article, we propose a clustering method which has no limitation about
shape and position of overlap. Our method is a transformation of agglomerative
hierarchical clustering. When we merge most similar pair, we also find adjacent
nearly-similar pair and merge them at the same time. Common nodes that are
included in those pairs could be overlapped. We applied our algorithm with other
methods - CPM and Ahn’s method - to Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) network of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae(baker’s yeast). Our algorithm finds feasible size of
overlaps. Communities and overlaps found by our method are significantly enriched
by GO database.
This paper is organized as follows: The second section shows detail of our idea.
The third section shows descriptions about experimental setting. In the fourth
section, we report experimental results and analysis. In the last section, the
conclusion is presented.

2. METHOD
2.1 Basic idea
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Our algorithm is based on the agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm.
When we merge most similar pair (best pair), we also find ‘nearly similar’ pairs
among best pair’s neighbor. A parameter T determines whether a pair is ‘nearly
similar’ or not. If more than one pairs are found as nearly similar, they produce
overlapping communities. In figure 1, For example, edge weights represent
similarity between nodes and (A, B) is the best similar pair. Because parameter T is
set to 0.8, any similarity value greater than 0.72 ( = 0.9 x 0.8) is considered as
nearly similar. Thus, pair (A, C) is merged at the same time, new community AB
and AC are constructed. At this point, common node A is belongs to adjacent two
communities, so these two communities have an overlap. Right side of figure 1
shows this merging step with dendrogram. The lowest nodes in the dendrogram, (A,
B) and (B, C) are grouped simultaneously.

Figure 1. Example of merging process

In the cases such as figure 2, if all neighbors of best pair (A, B) are nearly similar,
the number of nodes in the network can be increased permanently. We can’t
guarantee deterministic running time of our algorithm in this situation. In order to
prevent infinite running, we skip checking the nearly-similarity when target node is
common neighbor of current merging nodes. Node C and D in figure 2, Node D in
figure 1 are in this case.

Figure 2. Exclusion of common neighbor in merging step

Our method might merge a node with many other nodes, network topology and
similarity values should be updated after each iteration. Let assumes that n i
represents node i, S(n i, n j) is the similarity value between node n i and n j (if n i and n j
have no connection, S(n i, n j) = 0), N i is set of neighbor of node n i. For each
iteration, similarity values are updated as follows:
1) When a node pair (n i, n j) are merged into a new node n ij ,
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2) If two adjacent pairs (n i, n j ) and (n i, n k) are merged simultaneously and
construct two nodes n ij and n ik ,
Our method have a time complexity of O(n 3). (n = number of nodes) This
complexity is larger than traditional node-based hierarchical clustering (O(n 2)), but
smaller than edge-based hierarchical clustering (O(n 4)).

2.2 Partition density
In order to produces hierarchical clustering result, a cut position in the dendrogram
must be determined. We exploited the partition density [9] as a quality function,
and determined cut position where this function is maximized. Partition density D
is calculated as follows :

where M represents number of edges in the network, c is a cluster, n c and m c
represent the number of nodes and edges in the cluster c respectively.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
In order to evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we compared our method
with two current algorithms. The first algorithm is CFinder [9] based on CPM. The
second algorithm is Ahn’s edge-based hierarchical clustering.
3.1 Datasets
In this paper, we used PPI data of Saccharomyces cerevisiae for performance comparison.
We downloaded yeast PPI dataset from CCSB [10]. Table 1 shows the description of these
datasets.

# of nodes
1,275

Table 1. Description of CCSB dataset
# of edges
Average degree
13,079
10.25

3.2 Weighting scheme
Because our method is a sort of hierarchical clustering, we can calculate weights
for edges freely. In this experiment, we exploited topology-based weighting scheme.
Our method and CFinder need similarity value between node-node, so equation (4)
is used. For Ahn’s method, similarity values between edge-edge are calculated
using equation (5).
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In above equations N +i means the union of node n i and its neighbor.
3.3 Evaluate clustering quality
The clustering results are compared according to following three criterions. The
first criterion is the size distribution of clusters. If a clustering result contains a few
but huge clusters that cover most fraction of entire network, it won’t be a good
clustering result in many cases. The second criterion is coverage of clustering
results. Good clustering results should contain as many as nodes in the network
while maintaining clustering quality. The last one is that how clustering results are
significantly enriched by biological knowledge (i.e. GO database). We used
Funcassociate [11] for this test. Significantly enriched set of genes (proteins) could
be regarded as involving similar biological functions. The last criterion means
degree of association between clusters and biological functions.
3.4 Evaluate overlap quality
The qualities of overlaps are also compared according to following two criterions.
The first one is statistics about overlap size. Although algorithm finds many
communities and overlaps, it is better to detect a single larger community then
almost overlapped small communities. The second criterion is GO enrichment test
for overlap area. Although this is not true in every cases, overlap area can be
involved some biological functions itself.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The system used for performance comparison includes Intel I3 3.07GHz CPU and 4GB
memory. Three different algorithms are evaluated. Table 2 shows running time of each
algorithm. Proposed method showed better performance than edge based hierarchical
clustering algorithm.
Table 1. Running time of each algorithm
Our method (OH)

Ahn et al

CFinder

2m 36s

33m 8s

12s

4.1 Cluster quality
Table 3 shows an analysis about clustering results. Proposed method found smaller
number of clusters than Ahn’s method. Also, our method showed smaller coverage
than other two methods. However, our method found clusters with more evenly
distributed size. The largest cluster found by Ahn’s method contains 443 nodes. It
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corresponds to 35% of entire nodes in the network, and 50% of nodes in the
clustering result. Also, CFinder assigned 488 nodes into a largest cluster. This
number corresponds to 90% of nodes in the clustering result. Furthermore, average
size of largest x% clusters is decreased more rapidly in Ahn and CFinder. When we
consider only largest 10% clusters, average size of them are 16.75, 96.17 and
127.75 respectively. If we consider largest 20% clusters, the average size are
decreased to 13.81, 56.33 and 75.71.
Table 2. Size distribution of found clusters
Our
Ahn et al
Items
method(OH)
Number of clusters
76
117
Average size of clusters
7.58
17.29
Maximum size of clusters
23
443
Median size of clusters
6
7
Average size of top 10% large clusters
16.75
96.17
Average size of top 20% large clusters
13.81
56.33
Number of nodes covered by any cluster
448 (35.14%) 867 (65%)

CFinder
35
19.28
488
5
127.75
75.71
547 (42.9%)

Figure 3 shows the fraction of significantly enriched clusters by GO. 90.7% of
our clusters were enriched with significance level a < 0.05.

Figure 3. Fraction of clusters that are significantly enriched by GO database

4.2 Overlap quality
Table 4 shows a statistical analysis about found overlaps. Ahn’s method founds
overlaps per all adjacent two clusters due to its algorithmic characteristics. Thus,
Ahn’s method found much more overlaps compared with the number of clusters.
Furthermore, Ahn’s method found 867 nodes in clustering result and 466 nodes of
them placed in overlap area. In other word, a half of the clustering result is the
overlap area.
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Items

Table 3. Overlap quality of clustering
Our method (OH)
Ahn et al

CFinder

# of clusters

76

117

35

# of overlap areas

30

371

29

# of nodes in clusters

448

867

547

# of nodes in overlaps

92 (20.5%)

466 (53.7%)

99 (18.0%)

Figure 4 shows fraction of significantly enriched overlaps by GO. 96.6% of our
clusters were enriched with significance level a < 0.05.

Figure 4. Fraction of overlaps that are significantly enriched by GO database

5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a hierarchical clustering algorithm that could find overlapping
communities. Proposed algorithm based on simple idea but it can find any shape of
overlaps from everywhere in the community. We compared proposed algorithm with
two other overlapping communities finding algorithm. Our experimental result
shows that our method provided balanced performance in terms of size distribution.
Also, our method finds communities that are more significantly involved with
biological functions.
As a further study, we will evaluate proposed method with more large and
complex network. Test network CCSB is relatively small and sparse network but
contains relatively accurate PPI data. In terms of functional quality of clusters, we can
assay functional relationships among communities and their overlap. Although they
are enriched by GO terms independently, those GO terms should have close
relationship.
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